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UniversityRewards for
Faculty Community Service
by GERALD L. EUSTER

Survey data collected from deans and
directors of graduate schools of social work
indicate that community service is the least
valued of faculty activities among faculty
peers, deans, and university administrators.
Publication and teaching are consistently
the most valued and rewarded in tenure and
promotion and other personnel decisions.
Findings are discussed and recommendations made that might help to close the gap
between the need for service activities and
the existing faculty reward system.
In the past, public universities and landgrant universities in particular have firmly
adhered to the basic concept of providing
quality instruction, conducting research
activities to benefit people of the states, and
rendering services directly to the states'
residents.' Declining enrollments and subsequent shifts in faculty responsibilities for
teaching and other roles may significantly
reduce the availability of faculty resources
traditionally available for public service
missions. In the years to come it is likely
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that colleges and universities will find it
necessary to examine and redefine their
responsibilities for providing major contri•
butions in community service to local, state,
and national governments as well as to
human service organizations.
At the present time, most public instit~tions of higher education still remain
strongly committed to improving relations
with the community through such means as
delivery of clinical services,developmen! ci
credit and noncredit lifelong leamu~
opportunities, and extension to the public
of various university-sponsored l~~ret,
cultural events, andentertainment acUvlllCS.
Many faculty members energetically serve
the public and private sectors in consulunt
roles, giving advice, educating . pub:
officials, answering questions, carrymg O .
· thCit
relevant studies, and generally makmg
;cal
expertise available in regard to techn re
matters or policy issues that arise. 11teY
:nY
frequently called upon to prov_idetesumthCf
before legislative study committees or 0
public bodies.
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·.>Benezet and Magnusson contend that,
, · ite higher education's high confidence
•~_·•·
tingamong the public: educational leaders
'1jnust continue to stnve to make their
'institutions understood by the public. 2
Othersbelieve that external relations are
crucial to the institution's well-being and
survival.J A college or university is evaluated
basedon its contributions to the quality of
life. Leslie observes. however. that there
may be an actual decline in the public
iervic~soffered by expert professors away
o"!N
BACH are both
from the central campus. 4 He believes that
,ge of Social Work.
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evaluating faculty performance. Blackbum
feels that faculty members themselves express uncertainty about the value of their
service role. 8 Although there is consensus
that faculty members are expected to provide public service, they also recognize that
service does not count much in their performance evaluations.
Despite a lack of recognition for public
service in the university as a whole, one
might suppose that expectations and
rewards for service among social work
educators would be somewhat greater. The
purpose of the study reported in this article
was to determine the perceptions of deans
and directors of graduate schools of social
work of the value and rewards assigned to
community service and other faculty activities.
SURVEY METHODS

The three levels of faculty identified as
having input into the reward system for
community service (primarily through
tenure and promotion actions) are faculty
colleagues, deans or directors, and university administrators. The ideal measurement
might have used representatives of all three
groups as respondents. Problems related to
sampling and anticipated response rates
suggested a more practical alternative: a
survey of deans and directors designed to
collect their perceptions of the value of
community service compared to other
faculty activities. It was believed that their
perceptions would have acceptable validity
based on their experienceas facultymembers and participation in faculty tenure and
promotion deliberations as well as their
regular interaction with university administrators and faculty outside the department
or college.
In July 1981, a cover letter and brief
questionnaire were sent to all eighty-eight
deans and directors of graduate social work
programs currently accredited by the
Council on Social Work Education.• The
initial request yielded fifty-nine completed
or nearly completed responses. A follow-up
request six weeks later resulted in twenty-
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two additional completed instruments, for
a total of eighty-one out of eighty..:ight
potential respondents (92 percent). Two
deans did not complete the instrument but
replied to explain their lack of participation.
The survey instrument requested that
respondents provide their perceptions of
how much their university administrators
tended to value and reward certain faculty
activities, as reflected in rewards of tenure
and promotion, merit raises, and status
recognition. They were asked to rank order
(with I representing most valued and S
representing least valued) the activities of
commuity service, obtaining grants and
contracts, publication, research, and teaching. The rank ordering of the five activities
was then performed again from the respondent's own perspective as dean or
director. Finally, the respondents rank
ordered the activities from the perspective
of a faculty member's peers within the
academic unit.
Community service was broadly defined
as "service to local, state, and national
governments; service to professional organizations; and/ or service within the university." No distinction was made between
paid or voluntary service, and no effort was
made to provide a relative weighting of
activities within the definition of service.
The definition was written to exclude service
activities not associated with a faculty
member's knowledge and expertise as a
social worlcer~ucator-for
example,
church, recreation or other activities that
might be considen:d part of anyone's role as
a "good citizen."
To provide a general indication of the
extent of faculty members' major contributions to community service, deans and
directors were asked to indicate the approximate percentage of their faculty who provided ·such services. In estimating this percentage, the word "major" was included
and emphasized so that individuals who
offer only token involvement or "one-shot"
services would not be counted as contributors.
Despite an exceptionally high response

rate, a sizeable number of respondents
(twenty-nine) did not provide rank orderings as requested. They ranked more than
one activity as "valued most" or "valued
least.• Analysis of these twenty-nine
responses provided a less precise indicator
of relative value placed on the activities
than was obtained from the fifty-two responses for which rank ordering was completed as requested.
Data analysis consisted of collation and
compilation of frequency distributions and
central tendency data for all available
responses. Separate analysis of correctly
completed rank orderings was performed.
Finally, correctly and incorrectly ranked
responses were combined and examined 10
toto by categorizing individual valuations
for each activity into one of three ratings (a
ranking of I was categorized as high value
or reward; rankings of 2, 3, or 4 were
classified as middle value or reward; and
rankings of 5 were rated as low value or
reward). While this collapsing of categori~
resulted in some loss of precision for ror•
rectly ranked data, it enabled the authors to
use the larger data set for drawing implications and conclusions.
FINDINGS

The responses of the seventy-nine
respondents who replied to the item about
percentage of faculty providing major colll'munity service ranged from Oto lOOperCCIIL
Frequencies tended to cluster in the 50to60
percent area (mean = 57.6, median = 60).
supporting the belief that community _.
vice may represent a significant expenditul'I
of time and effort for a majority of gradualll
faculty members.
Responses of deans who perfomxd 1
correct rank ordering of activities ind•ca::
that community service was the least val .
and rewarded of activities among uni versilY
administrators and among deans, and ..,.
somewhat more valued and rewarded 1:
grantsmanship among faculty peers. (.
Table I.) Both publication and
were perceived as highly valued ~t all~""
levels. Deans were seen as valuing &--··
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TABLE 1

Deans' and Directors' Perceptlonaof
Valuation of Faculty Activities by University
Administrators, Deans, and Faculty Peers (N=52)
Level or Valuation•
Un1versiry

Deans or

Faculty

Administrators

Directors

Peers

Mean

Rankings
4.60
3.52
1.92
2.49
2.49

~ctivity
Community service
Grants/contracts
PubUcation

-ch
TNching
•~uations

Rank Order
of Means

perfonned 1
ivities indiC8~
the least val~
nong universttY
deans, and wll
rewarded tt,all
Illy peers-(set
1 and teachtlll
1ued at allthltl
. .....1111
valuing,..-

0

Rank Order

Mean

Rank Order

of Means

Rankings

of Means

4.25
3.88
2.42
2.88
1.56

5
4
1

2
2

5
4
2
3
1

4
5

3.69
4.18
2.14
3.31
1.69

2
3

were rank ordered, with l representing the mot. valued activity and 5 the least valued.

andcontracts more than did faculty peers,

whileresearch was viewed as more highly
'lalaedby university administrators than
aong peersor deans. Overall, the varialiamin rankings were most pronounced at
dieadministrative level-that is. the difCtmice
between community service rankillp and those of other activities was
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respondents perceived faculty peers as
valuing service highest, while fourteen
believed it to be least valued among this
group.
When data were grouped to include
responses from all eighty-one respondents
similar patterns were evident. (See Table 2.)
Deans' and directors' perceived university
administrators' valuation and rewarding of
community service as by far the. lowest
among faculty activities (S9 percent perceived it as having a low value and 40
percent rated it in the middle range); only
one dean rated public service as highly
valued at the university administrative level.
Second least valued activities were believed
to be grants and contracts. Publication was
seen as most valued by administrators
among 53 percent of respondents; research
and teaching fell mostly within the middle

TABLE2

0...-

and Olreclon' Percellled Valuallon
al Faadly Ac:tlwlllH by Unlvenlty Admlnlstraton,
Deena, and Faculty Peers (N=81)
PercetveclValuation (percentage ol rwo.,.,._)
University
Administrators
Hi h Middle
low
1
59
40
7
72
21
53
1
46
28
67
5
39
60

Faculty

Deans or
Directors

Hi

2
2

28
15
70

Middle
60
71
66
79
30

Peers

low

Hi h

38

5
1
31
9

71
59
65

66

34

27
6
6
0

Middle

78

low
24
40
4

13
0
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range of valuations. with only a very few
respondents rating them in the low valuation category. but they were rated well
above community service.
Deans and directors stated that they
,alued and rewarded community service
more than did administrators but slightly
less than faculty peers; however. the great
majority (98 percent) still ,alued it in only
the middle or low categories. The respective
percentages in these two categories were
almost exactly the reverse of those for
university administrators-that
is, 60 percent middle range and 38 percent low for
deans versus 40 percent middle range and
59 percent low for administrators.
Of the three groups, faculty peers were
seen as valuing and rewarding community
service the most. The majority of ratings
were in the middle range (71 percent);
nearly a quarter of all respondents believed
that departmental colleagues rated service
as low. Teaching again emerged as the only
activity consistently in the highest valuation
category (66 percent). Grants and contracts
were believed to be valued less by faculty
peers than at other levels(rated low for peers
by 40 percent of the respondents versus 21
percent for administrators and 27 percent
for deans). Publication was thought to be
valued by this group, but less so than by
administrators.
Overall, in both analysis of ranked data
from fifty-two respondents and of grouped
data, teaching and publication were consistently viewed as highly valued and
rewarded (ranking first or second) at all
three levels. Research was believed to be
valued more by university administrators
than at the dean or faculty colleague levels.
A similar but somewhat less distinct pattern
existed for grants and contracts. The
similarity may be explained in part by the
difficulties inherent in separating the two
activities, for example, in grant-funded
research or contracts for evaluative research.
Despite some unavoidable ambiguity in
terminology, these activities were consistently rated below teaching and publication
and, most important, well above commu-

nity service in the reward system as perceived by respondents.
There is some support for the belief that
the teaching, scholarship, and service criteria described in the social work education
literature are those applied to evaluate
faculty_!ONevertheless, the research findings
suggest that, at least in social work education, they are not equally valued at the
levels of evaluation that may affect career
advancement. Community ser.ice is seen as
considerably less important in decisions.
about personnel action than are other
factors. This is apparently true not only for
those in other fields, but for social work
education administrators and other social
work educators and colleagues as well.
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DISCUSSION

The data suggest that community service
is less valued in the university reward
system than are other faculty activities. It
would be a gross oversimplification, however, to conclude that community service is
not of value and should be diminished as a
component of faculty and university activity.
In terms of individual responsibility and
institutional accountability, it is a necessary
and desirable activity.
Faculty activities are not simply a zerosum game where time spent enhancing
one's skilland record in one activity necessarily detracts an equal amount from another. Indeed, as Bowen argues, ~The functions of instruction, research, and public:
service in a college or.university are jointly
produced because they are all based on
learning and because they are mutually
supportive. wu Community service ~cry
likely results in better classroom teach•~
as educators come face to face with practitioners and learn from them, they include
relevant and current material in classroom
presentations. Materials developed for
workshops and other service activities often
lend themselves nicely to publication. Per·
sonal contacts are made for subsequent
research, grant activity, and field pla~
ments. Service does not always preclu.,.
achievements in the other areas; it rnaY
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·;,factually support and enhance it. Research
.':"haseven suggested that faculty members
whoare most active outside the university
areoften those most active and productive
in teaching. research, and publication as
well.11
What do the data suggest to the administrator and educator about community
service?There is apparently a gap between
what is good and needed and what is valued
and rewarded on the individual level. A
faculty member aware of this discrepancy
cannot easily be encouraged to spend large
amounts of time in service when rewards
aremore directly tied to publication and
research. Based on the data, it is a disservice
to a faculty member to suggest that public
serviceis of equal importance for career
advancement with other activities. Worse
yet, it is misleading to suggest that service
cansubstitute for a thin record of productive scholarship and quality teaching. Servia:should be viewed more realistically as a
bonus to an alrdtdy strong record of teachingand scholarship-an indication of pro~onal
involvement or evidence of a
deiirable career balance. While service may
Ired.to or support productivity in other
cleardemonstration of achievement
"'ttbolarship and teaching must be present.
· l'tfl)lessconditions change, an admini@jil,tor
may be placed in an untenable
· · ..· ,. . He or she may need to advocate
. , community service for the good of
., •·· I and the profession (and, of
· . the clients of the profession). Yet
',
or must admit in all honesty
.,· individual faculty members who
·1y and advancement in higher
, ·on might better spend their time
for publication or in direct class
lion.
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the gap between the desirable situ.·•· : : and the actual reward system be
•·· . •wed?One simple but unacceptable
,. •·. n Wouldbe to sacrifice the long-term
. of serviceand structure activities to
rd systems as they exist. Individual
,members
have undoubtedly played
and will continue to do so. But

eventually the image of the school (which
inevitably reflects on the individual) would
be negatively affected. Most important, the
service needs and obligations of the university as a part of the community would go
unmet. Universities and their schools of
social work, as closed systems, would cease
to thrive.
A far more desirable though more difficult approach to solving the problem involves education of faculty and administrators at all levels to the value and place of
community service within higher education.
Criteria for promotion and tenure and
merit salary increases must be written to
include and to define substantive service
within a given field. When community
service has been a criterion for advancement in the past, it has often been so loosely
defined or described in the jargon of the
field that persons on university promotion
and tenure committees tend to discount it
as just so much "padding" of the curriculum
vitae. While misrepresentation of achievement sometimes can occur in regard to
research or publication, it is more easily
achieved in the service area because of a
lack of clear definitions of what actually
constitutes community service.
Distinctions must be made by social
work educators as to what is truly substan.
tive service and what is not. Criteria must
be rigidly applied in unit evaluations. Issues
such as the place of ~npaicr and ''paicr
consultation,
Mmoonlighting," nominal
membership in organizations as opposedto
active leadership, and service in professional
capacity as distinguished from acts ofMgood
citizenship" must be resolved and spelled
out and these decisions adhered to when
recommendations are made by colleagues
and deans.
Over time, credibility for service as a
valuable and significant manifestation of
faculty achievement and competence will
evolve. However, until such time as service
definitions are written to include only activities that call on faculty members' professional expertise, credibility for service will
not exist. A faculty member may emerge
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from unit deliberations with a reasonably
strong recommendation and become bitter
and disappointed when university committees find him or her lacking in achievements befitting an academician.
This survey of deans and directors does
not discredit community service; it suggests
that it is not as valued in universities as it
should be or as we might believe it to be.
The data call for change and a more
deliberate effort to move service to a deserved position of respectability within the
reward system of higher education.
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